characteristic of Chinese writing since the Han period and which seems to bear so clearly the stamp of decadence.

This play with allusion and quotation is not, however, a product of that period, for we find definite indications of it in earlier periods, as for instance in the Li-sao and perhaps also in the Shi and Shu. It is after all, merely an expression of the primitive tendency to flock or herd together and develop a kind of community poetry which can be observed so well in China over a long period.

Nevertheless, this tendency to work with allusions was strongly developed in the Han period, or perhaps it might only seem to us to be so or we may realize it more clearly because of the fact that the originals of the quotations are for the most part preserved for us whereas those dating from earlier periods are frequently missing.

And so the poetry of this period fits in well with the framework of the entire Han culture, that is building with old bricks in order to create a new and more comprehensive house.

This insight into the workshop of a Han poet may well disappoint many of us, but not the Chinese to whom this appears as the quintessence of scholarship and fine taste, but some poetic significance cannot be denied to a poem of this type. In particular the basic idea is a poetic one and some genuine feeling is expressed in the fear of premature death. It should also not be forgotten that it is just the allusion as expressed here, that brings to the mind of the connoisseur the entire literature in question the complete environment of the quotation—and gives rise to a whole series of thoughts. This indication of a thought, like a single note taken from a complete chord, belongs also to the finest media of other and our own poetry.

One typical example amongst many which just comes to my mind. The Nishmat morning prayer “The Blessing of Song” which plays a great role in the Jewish liturgy is one of the finest specimens of the post-Biblical revival of Hebrew literature. This prayer, full of quotations, is recited on the morning of every Sabath and Festival after the reading of a whole range of selected psalms for the day. It is also presented for recital at the close of the Hagadah. And the most remarkable thing is that it contains in the second part quotations from three psalms, viz. XXXV, 10, CIII, 1, and XXXIII, 1, consisting of one verse only. This indication is sufficient to bring home to everybody the three psalms in full.

THE ATTRIBUTION TO MICHAEL BOYM OF TWO EARLY ACHIEVEMENTS OF WESTERN SINOLOGY

by WALTER SIMON

The First Part of Kircher’s China Illustrata¹ is devoted to the Nestorian Tablet. This had occupied Kircher already in his Prodromus Coptus sive Aegyptiacus², but in China Illustrata he added inter alia a contribution by the Jesuit Father Michael Boym (1612–59). On pp. 7–10 we find Boym’s letter of 4 November 1653, and furthermore (i) an engraving of the inscription (facings p. 12³), dated 1664, and due to a Chinese hand, (ii) a romanization of all the Chinese characters, due to Boym (pp. 13–21), (iii) a literal translation, likewise due to Boym (pp. 22–8), and (iv) a reproduction of the Latin translation (though with certain changes) which Kircher had published in his Prodromus Coptus⁴. Through the medium of Italian¹⁵ the latter translation went back to a Portuguese⁶ translation of the

¹ Amsterdam, 1667.
² Rome, 1635, pp. 20, etc.
³ In certain other prints of the same edition the engraving is to be found at the end of the work.
⁴ pp. 54, etc. The differences are all of minor importance only, such as e.g. the new heading Interpretatio III (China Illustrata, p. 20) and the addition, there, of the word paraphrasias after Declaratio, or various changes in the wording of the translation, additions of explanations in parentheses, and changes in the numbering of the paragraphs. A further change consists in the addition of Boym’s name on p. 32: while the sentence in Prodromus Coptus (p. 70) runs: Paul autem hujus scripturae duplex facta interpretatio; prorsus admodum conformis est illi quae facta fuit Pequini, quae et elegantiorem est, et magis propria, Sinicaeque phrasis magis conformis, Kircher added in China Illustrata the following words between Pequini and quae et elegantiorem: “sineinde est a P. Michaelo Boismo denovo ex Sino Exemplari exposita”.
⁵ The Italian version has been reprinted as Pute Justitiae D (pp. 78–84) in H. Havret, La Stèle chrétienne de Si-Ngan-Fou, 2e Partie, Commentaire partial et pièces justificatives, Chang-Hai, 1902 (Varités Sinologiques, No. 20). “Pute Justitiae D” represents “La Première Version (1653)”, which is evidently referred to by Kircher in the quotation reproduced above (n. 4), when he speaks of “duplex facta interpretatio”.
Chinese original. The layout of Boym’s translation was remarkable. The Chinese lines (columns) of the Tablet as well as all the individual Chinese characters in each line are numbered, and the same numbering7 appears both in the romanization and in the literal translation (where the figures are printed above the corresponding Latin words). We are thus presented with a complete system of reference which enables the reader to look up the romanization and the translation of each Chinese character. The system of reference has been explained both by Boym in his above-mentioned letter and by Kircher at the beginning of his Chapter III8 (pp. 10–12), in which he also gives a short explanation of the tone marks, which will occupy us later.9

As is pointed out by Kircher,10 Boym’s arrangement provides the student of the Inscription with both the reading and the translation of each Chinese character. Any reader is therefore able, so one might conclude, to prepare for himself a Chinese-Latin vocabulary which comprises all Chinese words (characters) occurring in the Inscription. This possibility, in conjunction with the seeming identity of the system of transcription, seems to have induced Professor Szczesniak (in his paper “The Beginnings of Chinese Lexicography in Europe with particular reference to the work of Michael Boym (1612–1659)”11 to represent Boym’s arrangement as amounting in fact to a Chinese-Latin Dictionary or Vocabulary,12 about which he writes as follows: “In toto, this formed an unusual kind of vocabulary, justified partly by the difficulties of printing Chinese characters at that time in Europe”. After illustrating Boym’s arrangement by reprinting the first fifty characters of the Inscription as numbered, romanized and translated by Boym, Professor Szczesniak continues: “However, in the French edition of the China Illustrata, 1670, Kircher included Boym’s vocabulary now compiled in conventional form, without characters, with only the French equivalents. It was the first phonetic Chinese-French dictionary prepared by Boym during his linguistic studies in China, and with the same intention, viz. to supply European students with a vast amount of lexicographical help and for practical use.”

The Chinese-French Dictionary included in Kircher’s China Illustrata had been attributed to Boym before; in most recent times this was done by R. Chabrière in his monograph Michel Boym, jesuite polonais et la fin des Ming en Chine, 1645–1652.13 P. Pelliot in his review article on Chabrière’s book14 had, however, objected to this attribution. Professor Szczesniak, apparently unconvinced by P. Pelliot’s explanation, renewed the claim. The line of argumentation taken by him can clearly be seen. By describing the layout used by Boym for the transcription as an “unusual kind of vocabulary” and the Chinese-French Dictionary as a “vocabulary now compiled in conventional form”, he establishes a link between this and the former and as the former was certainly Boym’s, Professor Szczesniak considers himself entitled to infer Boym’s authorship for the latter. He sees a further strong argument in favour of his attribution in the alleged identity of transcription which I shall discuss later.

At the end of this paper15 I reproduce a specimen page (p. 265) of the Chinese-French Dictionary, conjecturing, as far as I was able to do so, the Chinese characters,16 which, as mentioned above, are not included in Kircher’s work. A cursory glance at this extract will suffice to realize the basic difference between Boym’s work on the Inscription and the Dictionary. Through his special layout Boym obviously wished to facilitate a careful study of the Inscription and in particular to allow any doubts as to its authenticity. It is unlikely that Boym ever intended his work to be anything else, and there can be no question of its being an “unusual kind of vocabulary”. As the specimen page clearly shows, the Chinese-French Dictionary on the other hand with its entries well arranged in alphabetical order, and within this order according to the tones, with its compounds and phrases given as further illustrations, is not merely a “vocabulary” but a dictionary fully deserving of this term. The language it records is the spoken language of the time, fairly close to the spoken language of today, but, as hardly needs pointing out, entirely different from the literary language of Tang times, not to mention the particular style in which the Inscription has been couched. Nor can it be concealed that, as

7 Boym adopted the same method of numbering the Chinese characters and the Latin words corresponding to them in the Elogium XXVI which he contributed (as well as Elogium XXV) to Kircher’s Oedipus Aegyptiacus (Vol. I, Rome, 1652). No romanization has, however, been included in the case of the Elogium.
8 De tripli Interpretationum Modo et Ratione Nota ad Lectorem.
9 See below, p. 160.
10 loc. cit., p. 11. It is strange to see that when exemplifying on the character for “mountain”, which is the third character in the tenth column (line) of his plate, he should have adopted without querying Boym’s two word transcription than yue for the single character 山.
12 The two terms alternate throughout Professor Szczesniak’s paper: “The first two dictionaries, Chinese-Latin and Chinese-French, were compiled by Michael Boym, the Polish Jesuit, about 1650, and printed in Europe in 1667 and 1670. The few mentions of these vocabularies . . . ” (p. 161). “Professor Pelliot, while not questioning the authorship of the Chinese-Latin dictionary, objects to the opinion of R. Chabrière, that is, that Boym was the author of the Chinese-French dictionary inserted in the French version of China Illustrata printed in 1670” (p.164). The italics, but for China Illustrata, are mine.
13 Paris, 1933, p. 255.
14 T.P., XXXI (1935), pp. 95–151, see pp. 136, 137.
15 See Specimen page after p. 159.
16 For the sake of comparison I have also added a transcription of the characters into Goosyou Romanzych.
was already explained by Father Havret. Boym was not too well equipped for the task he had set himself. The Chinese-French Dictionary on the other hand has been compiled with admirable competence and may well be the result of collective work carried on for a period of many years. As such, it must be regarded as an important early achievement of Western Sinology.

Professor Szczesniak adduces identity of the system of transcription used in the Inscription on the one hand and the Chinese-French Dictionary on the other as a further argument in support of his attribution: 'The transcription of the French version of China Illustrata is the same as in the Latin edition. In the 'romanisation' there is no difference at all. The same ça, çà, çà, çay, çà, çun, çay, etc. we find in both editions.' I have dealt elsewhere with certain features of Boym's transcription which differ from the transcription used in João Soeiro's Catechism (Sanctae Legis Compendium), which has likewise been attributed to Boym by Professor Szczesniak. These features include the use by Boym of the letter ç instead of ç for the last element of diphthongs and triphthongs. In the above quotation Professor Szczesniak twice mentions çay among the transcriptions to be found in "both editions". The transcription çay is indeed that used by Boym in his work on the Inscription. The Dictionary, however, writes çai, ç'ai [and çai ç'ai]. Professor Szczesniak's short extract from the Dictionary deals with words ending in the triphthong -œi. It has apparently never struck him that Boym spelt the very word for "Inscription" as poey (not poet). The occurrence of the diphthong -œi (not -œy) can be further substantiated by an examination of the specimen page reproduced below from the Chinese-French Dictionary.

---

17 loc. cit., p. 332.
18 Certain features of Boym's translation seem to point to his having worked with an informant. The translation of the opening words yueh nuob translated as "Principium huius" may be due to a misunderstanding of the explanation given him by his informant that these words were to be understood as an initial particle ("beginning" = principium). In a similar way the mistranslation of the compound hoosanou (blasphemy) "robbers and thieves" by "enragéés et assassins" (Col. 13, Nos. 1, 2) may have originated through a confusion between daw "chief" and daw "doctrine". The "Interpretatio III", available as we have seen, in Kircher's Prodromus Copticus as early as 1656, renders yueh nuob by Dio in quaque hoc modo, correctly places the punctuation before yueh nuob [which Boym erroneously understands to be part of the preceding sentence and accordingly translates (Col. 12, Nos. 54, 55 as convivium ne habebi], and so offers for the four characters yueh nuob the translation "Lavrombus carat et Assassinii". It may be noted in passing that the compound hoppo as being too literary a flavour does not occur in the Chinese-French Dictionary but to the is listed on p. 327 (Ye çee = yu toei) and defined as un larron, un voler, un floum.
19 loc. cit., p. 164.
20 "The China Illustrata Romantation of João Soeiro's (Soeiro's) Sanctae Legis Compendium and Michael Boym" (Studia Serica Bernhard Kortyren Dedicata, Copenhagen, 1950, pp. 265-270).
21 loc. cit., p. 164.
The attribution to Michael Boym of two early achievements...

One further claim has been made by Professor Szczeciński in his paper, viz. the attribution to Boym of the indication of the tones by tone marks, which are in fact identical in Boym's transcription of the Inscription and in the Chinese-French Dictionary. There is no doubt that the indication of the tones in the way still surviving nowadays in the French transcription of Chinese must be regarded as a further important early achievement of Western Sinology. The system, however, was devised long before Boym's time. Its attribution to Boym is due to a mere oversight on the part of Professor Szczeciński. When referring to Boym's contribution to China Illustrata he overlooked the fact that the beginning of the third chapter, in which these tone marks are explained, was not written by Boym but by Kircher who, far from attributing their invention to Boym, mentions in a general way their use by "Our Fathers": Hinc ad facilitandam linguam Sinensem, N.N. P.P. [=Notri Patres] juxta Musicas notas UT, RE, MI, FA, SOL, LA ascensus descendens Sinicorurn accentuum in pronunciatione observavisse omnemur et disserunt.\textsuperscript{52}

Professor Szczeciński has reaffirmed his attribution to Boym of both the Chinese-French Dictionary and the tone marks in his paper in Oeissi and in Monumenta Serica,\textsuperscript{24} but in the light of the foregoing explanations these attributions would appear unfounded. While we are well informed on the origin of the tone marks, the authorship of the Chinese French Dictionary must be the object of further investigations, to be conducted, as was already hinted at by Paul Pelliot, by comparing it with similar early dictionaries, so far preserved only in manuscript.

\textsuperscript{52} On p. 336 Kircher actually mentions P. Jacobus (==Diego Pantone) as the originator of the tone marks: "... P. Jacobus primus notas inventit, quis supra Europaeo modo scriptas dictiones Sinicam sequens modo exprimere..." According to Ricci it would, however, appear that the credit should in the first instance go to Father Lazzaro Cattaneo (who taught Pantone to play the clavicembalo): [In 1598 Ricci and Cattaneo\textemdash] distinguendo bene le parole che sono aspirate, notorno cinque modi di accentus differenti; nel che egli molto piu il P. Cattaneo che, con la musica che sapeva, gli osservera e distinguere assai meglio". See Le Opere storiche dei P. Matteo Ricci, ed. by P. T. Venturi, Vol. I, Macerata, 1911, p. 306, and now also Fonti Ricciane, ed. by Pasquale D'Elia, Vol. I (1940), pp. 28, 33 and Vol. I (1943), p. cxvii. Colinus, writing in 1654, also confirms the early date of the tone marks. In the chapter he contributed to Marinii's Atlas (Edition of 1655 with German text, pp. iii-iv) he writes as follows (I have modernized the orthography): "Hiernach werden fürgelegen die eigene Sinicarische Wurter auf Latinisch geschrieben, som ihrer Accentum, so allererst fur 60 jahren in Sino umb dieser ursach halber erschat sind."

It may be noted that the musical notes refer to the starting pitch, not the tone movement. It is for this reason that the rising tone (上 shangsheng), said to start at fa, is marked by a gratis, and the falling tone (去 chixiuhang), said to start at fa, is marked by an aenula. Reference to tone movement would have resulted in reversing the two tone marks.

\textsuperscript{54} Monumenta Serica, XIV (1949-55), p. 507. "An analysis of the vocabulary and a comparison with the Inscription confirms the present writer's opinion previously expressed that it is a genuine Boym's work".